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A Research Toolkit Workshop
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Each source contributes to the conversation
Your job is to weave parts of the conversation
together
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• Find others in the room with pie pieces that
“fit” with yours.
• Decide as a group
• How are your results similar?
• How are your results different?( If at all)
• What your potential research question (or
at least a topic) might be, based upon the
results you have.
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Maureen Barry, Fall 2014
Wright State University Libraries
This activity is to be used in conjunction with the “Finding the Perfect Source” workshop, which is part of
the Research Toolkit Workshop Series
Directions for the activity during the “Finding the Perfect Source” workshop
1.

Prepare pie pieces. On each pie piece should be a result from a database on a topic related to
“college success.” (I selected results from the database related to each of the following topics:
college success among first-generation students, studying in groups, and study skills (note
taking, and the like). I took screen shots and cut them out put them all on pie pieces – see
image below).

2. Give each student a pie piece. The participants mix and mingle with each other and decide if
their pie pieces “fit” in the same research paper together.
The goal is for the students to end up in groups of 3-4 similar pie pieces. The groups should
discuss in what ways their results are similar and in what ways they are different.
3. Round 2: now take a look at the group next to you. Do any of those results fit with yours? How
are the results similar/different?

Have each group report to the whole group the topic they all “fit” under and what each of their
results are. The instructor should start to help them make connections and point out that
perhaps this person in group A could ALSO fit with group C, because of x reason. For example –
if everyone in group A has results dealing with study groups, they might also fit with Group C
whose results are all related to “study skills” – perhaps one of the points they plan to make in
their paper is that studying in groups increases memory/retention, and so perhaps those in
group C could use all the results from Group A to support their point that studying groups is a
successful study skill.
4. Round 3, questions for group: Are there any outliers that you think just don’t fit at all? Why?
The point of this exercise is to get the students to think about refining. You can come up with a
big list of results at first, and many of them “fit” the conversation, but as you keep writing, you
might discover some outliers – some results that really don’t fit the conversation, and you have
plenty of other sources so you can toss that one out. It might be because the population is too
specific – maybe one of your articles is about graduate students, and you’d really rather focus
on undergraduates – there’s plenty out there without having to make the article about grad
students work.
The students can also begin to see that they are weaving together parts of the conversation.
Results could fit under multiple groups, depending on the arguments they are making and trying
to support.

